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Introduction

Chapter One - One Clear Mission
“All authority in heaven and on Earth has been given to me, therefore go...”

When We Were One

On June 7, 1944, one day after the Allied invasion of Normandy the mission was crystal 
clear - take Berlin!  All the Allied powers were laser focussed on this single mission and 
it implicated everyone.  From the mother of three installing rivets on airplanes in 
Inglewood, California to the peasant farmer living on rations in Sludyanka, Siberia; the 
world was like a single coordinated body.  We lived with determined fixation.  We were 
unstoppable.  We were one.

It is difficult to overstate the power of a clear, single, unifying mission.  God himself has 
commented on the immense power of a unified, coordinated humanity in Genesis 11:6, 
“If as one people speaking the same language they have begun to do this, then nothing 
they plan to do will be impossible for them.”

But, equally as remarkable as a unified, mission-centered people is the fruitlessness 
that results in the lack of a clear objective.  When you look at Christianity around the 
world, in your country, or in your city, are we a focussed, unified, coordinated people?  
We are like a mighty river being separated into a thousands tributaries, some large but 
redirected, others focussed by divided.  None reaching the sea.  The time has come for 
us to put our own house in order.

We must return to the time in the narrative of our world-wide movement when we were 
the most united.  When the mission was clear and simple.  Before the great divergence.  
Before the endless schisms.  And itʼs not hard to find.  By the grace of God it was 
recorded, preserved and passed down to us.

After the resurrection, our Lord stood on a mountain top and spelled out our mission in 
the clearest language possible.  He entrusted it to us and then took leave of this world.  
Since that time we have referred to his last words “The Great Commission.” (Matthew 
28:18-21)



Whatʼs so Great about the Commission?

Isnʼt this merely one of the many important teachings of Jesus?  Isnʼt this merely one of 
the many inspired teachings of the Bible?  What makes this small section stand apart?

Understanding Biblical Diversity
We must be careful that we do not have only a two-dimensional view of Scripture.  We 
must affirm that all Scripture is God-breathed but does that mean no part can stand 
apart from the others for a particular purpose?  As Samuel Johnson observed “he who 
praises everyone, praises no one” and when you work so hard to equalize many things 
a common unintended consequence is that you neutralize others.  We need to be 
careful weʼre not diminishing the purpose of Scriptureʼs diverse parts as we embrace 
the authority of the Bible as a whole

For example, clearly, one of the main reasons Paul wrote Romans was to give the 
church a clear, systematic teaching on salvation.  Therefore, it would be dangerous to 
take an analogy that Peter may use, out of context, to replace Paulʼs theology of 
salvation laid out in Romans.  We need to discern the biblical authorʼs intent and be 
shaped by whatever that passage was written to build into us. 

In the same way Matthew 28:18-21 stands apart from any other Scripture in the entire 
New Testament in its ability to define the Christian mission because this is precisely its 
purpose.  Someone who believes in the Bibleʼs complete authority could say, “perhaps 
ʻmake disciplesʼ is your mission but mine is ʻpray for the sickʼ”.  Can you simply use 
Scripture to prop up any activity it mentions as the ultimate mission or even your 
personal mission?  Could the colonel over an army field hospital say to General 
Eisenhower “perhaps your mission is to ʻtake Berlinʼ but mine is to ʻheal the sickʼ and 
there are some sick people our field hospital is going to heal in Madagascar”?

This fracture would result in defeat, and thus far it has.

Did Christ really leave us with no clear mission?  Is it multiple choice?  Is it up to us?  
Answering this question is why Matthew 28:18-21 exists.  There are clear clues that 
were designed to help us know its purpose in defining our ultimate mission.

The Final Word
First, Matthew puts these words in the Gospel story, as the last words of Christ to his 
followers.  Instead of quoting these words as a saying of Christ, he puts us in the shoes 
of the disciples just before Christ ascended.  Anyone leading a movement, knowing 
when he is going to leave this world, would take that golden opportunity to craft his 
words carefully.  Christ clearly is no exception and gives his final command to his 
followers as a commission that was to be his long-lasting final order to his disciples.  
And just as a military unit is trained to follow their commanderʼs final command until new 
orders are given, Christʼs word resounds through the centuries to us, Christʼs disciples 
in this generation, with the same level of clarity and force.



Stamping an Order with Your Rank
Second, Christ himself sets this commission apart from his other teachings.  When 
youʼre the God of the universe and every Word you say is of infinite importance, how do 
you say, “but this is really, really important”?  “Whatever else you do, make sure you 
never neglect this”?  One way might be to begin the statement by saying, “All authority 
in heaven and on earth has been given to me therefore...”  Christ is calling our attention 
to his complete authority to back up the statement he is about to make.  Again, a three 
dimensional view of Scripture would lead you to understand this passage has a special 
purpose.  If you underline passages in your Bible you might want to underline this one.

Iʼve heard experts in leadership suggest that good leaders rarely need to “pull rank” by 
pointing to their authority.  Jesus demonstrates this principle by being a servant to his 
followers and by keeping his true nature hidden from many but in this occasion he calls  
attention to both the breadth and depth of his authority making this commission stand 
apart.  

Focus on the Central Layer
Another common objection many make to a laser focus on the Great Commission is that 
it is a means to an end so why not focus on the end.  Some may say, “we make 
disciples so we can glorify God so I focus on worship ministries.”  Others may say, 
“discipleship is intended to grow Christʼs Kingdom, so I focus on establishing the social 
justice that is a basic foundation of the Kingdom of God.”

Others become focussed on the steps that precede discipleship saying, “you canʼt make 
disciples without sharing the Gospel so I focus on building relationships with 
unchurched people”.  Another might say, “you canʼt build relationships with unchurched 
people until you create ongoing interaction with them so I serve at the local soup 
kitchen.”  

Itʼs an excellent question to consider.  If there are activities that precede discipleship 
and greater ends that discipleship is intended to produce, why not focus on those 
elements?  Especially for those who feel a special calling to one of those elements or 
have unique gifts that are clearly designed to work within those other elements.

This is, however, one of the main reasons this commission is so great.  If you think 
about all of the steps before becoming a disciple, the steps while making a disciple and 
the complete life of a fully trained disciple you could identify perhaps one hundred 
different layers.  How do we know which layer to focus on?  How do we know which 
layer to operate from?  Should we all simply “do our own thing” and hope all the layers 
will come together in perfect harmony and completeness making the whole fruitful?

Returning to our World War 2 analogy, people who are focussed on the ultimate end of 
discipleship are like those during the War who would speak and write about the freedom 
and justice the war is being fought to secure.  But if you spoke about those things 
instead of “taking Berlin” what use is it.  Those ideals need to be seen as a part of 
driving constructive action to those ends, and to the degree they are a coordinated part 



of those constructive actions, then the writings and speeches are useful.  Yes, they are 
true regardless, but there comes a time when they could easily detract from constructive 
action.  When thousands of students left Oxford to fight in World War 2 they understood 
the difference.  Do we?

On the other hand the guy pumping out oil in Texas to refine into gas and put into 
American tanks heading for Berlin must also be a part of coordinating around the 
correct layer.  It would do no good to call thousands of soldiers off the front line because 
we suddenly found more oil fields in Texas if the current oil fields were producing all the 
fuel that was needed for the mission.  

We must push the energy, coordination and focus to the correct layer.  One and only 
one layer is the hinge point that will make sense and bring into perfect balance both the 
preceding activities and ultimate ends.  And that is what Christ gives us in the Great 
Commission.  He is not negating other essential activities instead of discipleship nor is 
he diminishing the ultimate purpose of discipleship, he is merely commanding his 
followers to focus their attention on the correct layer.

A focus on the mission of making disciples creates a perfect hub from which we can find 
the correct balance.  Making something else the hub on which discipleship hangs 
ultimately results in the failure of fulfilling the Great Commission and creates imbalance 
in all our other ministries.

Exacting Simplicity
In our day, business consultants push companies hard to crystalize their mission into a 
short, clear and complete statement.  The mission needs to be simple.  If it isnʼt simple it 
is most likely is not the mission but a further breakdown of the mission.  Once a mission 
is clear and simple it creates tremendous unity and energy as everyone is able to stay 
on the same page and stay focussed.

The simplicity of the Great Commission is one of its greatest strengths.  But sometimes 
I wonder if its brevity is one of the reasons itʼs so often overlooked.  If Jesus would have 
pontificated on our mission for so long that his final words would have taken up half the 
New Testament, maybe we wouldnʼt have missed it.  However, without a simple mission 
given by Christ we would have no hope to achieve long-lasting unity.  

The piercing simplicity of our commission to “go and make disciples...” must ring in our 
ears everyday.  It has the power to bring all of us together and it has the clarity around 
which we can marshal all of the resources of the Kingdom, entrusted to our care, to 
accomplish our mission for the glory of our King.

The Elements of the Great Commission

What is it exactly that Jesus is telling us to do in the Great Commission?  Iʼve seen how 
easy it is for people to read into the Great Commission whatever they are currently 
doing or whatever they feel passionate about.  But the activities that fall under the Great 



Commission are fairly narrow and must be understood through a careful reading and 
study of the passage.

All authority

Jesus begins by saying, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me.  
Therefore...”  Not only does this underscore the extreme importance of what is about to 
be said but without this authority what Jesus is about to command is terribly destructive.  
Jesus is telling him disciples to go into all world and overturn every world religion, pull 
people out of their native belief systems and make them disciples of Jesus instead.  I 
canʼt imagine a more controversial command.

With this opening line Jesus is making discipleship a worldwide universal truth.  You can 
walk down any street, anywhere in the world and every stranger you lay eyes on is 
under the authority of Jesus Christ already and you know, in part, his will is for them.  If 
they are not a disciple they are in rebellion against their Lord and training them to be an 
obedient, radical follower of Jesus is the best thing for them and the next step in their 
journey toward God.

We should never feel a guilt complex about developing an aggressive discipleship 
training process for every tongue, tribe and nation.  At the same time we need to make 
sure we are not importing our Western culture as an integrated part of submitting to 
Jesus as Lord.  We have to be extremely careful and humble as we move out under the 
authority of Jesus and at the same time boldly and persistently fulfill his command to 
make disciples of all peoples.

Go, make, baptize
[Creation to Lordship]

Now letʼs dive into the activities Jesus is commanding in the Great Commission.  There 
are two and we will discuss each separately.  The first is to “make disciples of all nations 
(while you are going) baptizing them...” (this is a more literal translation as the verb 
“make” is the main verb and the others are supporting verbs in Greek).  The second 
command is to “teach them to obey everything”.

How do we fulfill part one of the Great Commission?  This activity includes the entire 
process from meeting someone who does not know Christ all the way to their baptism 
where they confess “Jesus is Lord”.  One of our deepest misunderstandings about 
discipleship is that it happens only after someone says a magic salvation prayer.  So we 
have created two activities, the first is called evangelism dominated by techniques of 
talking at people until some respond and the second we call discipleship where we 
teach them.

The verb in the Great Commission that gets the most emphasis in the Greek is to 
“make”.  Making something requires an intentional, repeatable process.  There is a lot of 
work between encountering an unbeliever and making them into a disciple.  Jesus said 



in Luke 14:33 “In the same way any of you who does not give up everything he has, 
cannot be my disciple”.  People need a process if weʼre going to ask them to give up 
everything.  You donʼt usually met someone and five minutes later they are ready to die 
to themselves through the waters of baptism.

We need to be careful interpreting the making of a disciple as a Holy Spirit zap.  This 
does happen but more often there was a process before hand.  We are amazed at the 
disciples leaving their nets and following Jesus as if theyʼve never seen this man before.  
But the book of John shows them talking to Jesus before he calls them and they were 
disciples of John the Baptist when they heard John tell his followers to follow Jesus (I 
must decrease he must increase).  When Peter preached on Pentecost and 5000 were 
saved remember most of these had been exposed in part to the three year ministry of 
Jesus.  The disciples went out two by two to every village.  This wasnʼt the first time they 
had considered it.  I wonder if people like the Rich Young Ruler from Mark 10 (also 
Matthew 19 and Luke 18) were in that 5000 and were now ready to become fully 
devoted disciples of Christ.

This part of the Great Commission demands we invite people who are interested into a 
process where they can fully explore the elements of being a disciple.  We need to allow 
them to consider the cost of discipleship (Luke 14).  But as the process draws to a close 
we must lay before this group of potential disciples a clear fork in the road.  They must 
ultimately choose to either confess “Jesus is Lord” and be baptized or they must reject 
the Gospel and their Lord and continue to live in rebellion.  How you choose to work 
with people through the process of disciple making is often a missional question that will 
be affected by the culture and context you live in but either way the clear fork must be 
laid at peopleʼs feet.

When someone believes the Gospel and is ready to confess “Jesus is Lord” giving all 
they have to Christ we honor their confession and solidify it through the waters of 
baptism.  This should immediately follow a process where the implications of Lordship 
are understood.  Baptism should be seen in two parts.  Part one is the funeral.  They 
say with their mouth “Jesus is Lord” to all those standing by, as they are immersed 
under water they are experiencing the death of their old life with all of its passions and 
desires.  As they are under the water they are buried with Christ and should picture the 
rushing waters washing their old life away in the current.  

Part two of baptism is their resurrection.  An experience of intense joy and elation.  They 
are not left in the grave but are raised with Christ.  Even though they have agreed to 
lose their life Jesus gives it back to them and and in their resurrection they are given a 
new life in the triune God where God is their Father, Jesus is their Lord and the Holy 
Spirit is their guide.

The making of disciples demands that each of us is intimately connected with a ministry 
in our city that is walking people through all of these steps to the point where they can 
make this confession and, in so doing, become a disciple of Christ.



teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you

Once someone clearly understands the implications of discipleship and has given up 
their life to Jesus as Lord and begins their new life a second process must begin.  Jesus 
describes this process with the simple phrase “and teaching them to obey everything I 
have commanded you”.  Letʼs break this down and then bring it all back together.

What does it mean to teach someone to obey?  Does this mean that any and all 
Christian teaching is a part of discipleship.  Can every sermon that has ever been 
preached and every book that has ever been written fall neatly into this category?  So 
many Christian teachers assume that, because theyʼre teaching, theyʼre fulfilling the 
Great Commission but is that what Jesus is saying?

We have a word in the English language that describes teaching that is based on a 
clear desired application (obedience).  That word is training.  What is clearly left out of 
this command is teaching intended to give the student more knowledge.  All teaching 
must be connected to the development of an obedient disciple.  What about sermons 
that end with a clear application?  What about books with useful stories of show how to 
apply this to your life?  Is this discipleship training?  These examples can fit into 
discipleship as either supplemental material or poor training (if training is their goal) but 
what they are not is a replacement for the intentional training of a disciple.

Letʼs take a step back and look at the world in general.  Training is not an idea unique to  
Christian discipleship.  When we introduce people to the idea of discipleship training I 
always ask “describe a time in your life when you were well training.  What elements 
made that training effective for you?”  Every person of the hundreds Iʼve asked knows 
what good training is.  From the barista being trained at Starbucks, to the Marine 
enduring boot camp, to the Football player with a skilled coach, we understand training.  
We simply donʼt think to apply these techniques to the Christian life.

The elements of effective training are extremely simple to establish.  Here are just a 
few:

* A repeatable process
* A highly skilled trainer
* Clear desired outcomes
* Drills or tests of key skills
* Defined scope of devoted time
* Interactive group learning
* An initial call to commitment
* Continuous encouragement

How many of those training elements does a sermon, book or even Bible study skillfully 
incorporate?



Another observation Iʼve made is the above elements become more intense if the more 
important the positions.  Flight training, for example, is far more intense than learning 
pottery because of the life an death implications.  And if you chart typical Christian 
discipleship on a scale with beginning Karate, language training, amateur photography 
and cake decorating Christian discipleship would almost always score dead last.  We 
act like weʼre playing a game that doesnʼt matter by sending new Christians into the 
world with no tools and no skills, only a pat on the back and “I hope to see you next 
Sunday.”  

Even if we merely cared about effectiveness we would develop clear, intentional, 
rigorous training for disciples but Jesus went way beyond that and told us, in his last 
words on Earth, to “teach disciples to obey” and instead of seeing that as the number 
one activity of the church we live in a delusion that our current teaching methods are 
accomplishing discipleship.  And our abysmal lack of impact on culture in general or 
Christian lives in specific shout our failure to generation after generation of deaf church 
leaders devoted to maintaining the status quo.

Obey Everything

Jesus also provides a scope to the Great Commission, specifically that disciples are to 
be trained to obey everything that Christ commanded.  When we read that with our 
Western minds we simply sigh and move on believing that this command is basically 
impossible wondering perhaps if this refers to the life long, undirected process of 
growing in Christ-likeness.

As Iʼve meditated on this phrase Iʼve grown more convinced that what Jesus was talking 
about was not an endless state of amateur training or an impossible task but an actual, 
achievable discipleship process.  Consider some of the outrageous things Paul said 
after he left a city for example, to the elders of Ephesus he said, “Iʼve told you the whole 
will of God (Acts 20:??).  Why did Paul make statements like this about the complete 
nature of his ministry?  Jesus himself said of the disciples “Iʼve revealed your will to 
them” (John 17:??).

During the first century they did not have the same Enlightenment perspective on 
knowledge we have today.  If someone asks you, “Do you completely know the English 
language”, we would hesitate thinking they are asking if we have the latest Oxford-
English dictionary mastered.  First century people did not have the same definition of 
exhaustive knowledge or a commonly used category for comprehensive computer-like 
data storage.  Jesus was simply telling them to walk these new believers through a 
complete training process and this is not only achievable but the most valuable use of 
the resources of his Church.

Our misunderstanding of this command has led teachers of the Christian church to feel 
absolutely no responsibility for giving believers balanced and complete training.  We 
gleefully announce we will be preaching a 27 part series through the book of Nehemiah 
and if new believers show up on week 19 then thatʼs where their training begins.  And 



were does it end?  No one knows.  Or on the other side of evangelicalism, church 
leaders who are evangelistic in their orientation put a high value on sending new 
believers out on mission believing they will learn all they need to know on the job.  Both 
of these approaches, as well as many others, completely ignore Jesusʼ command to 
teach them to obey everything he has commanded.

One of the most helpful verses that illustrated this to me was in Acts 2:42.  We read that 
all of these new believers, soon after Pentecost, “devoted themselves to the Apostles 
teaching.”  There was a clear body of knowable teachings that each believer obeyed 
well enough that it was elevated to the level of “devotion”.  If a new believer came into 
your church or ministry could you train them in a set of definable teachings they could 
become devoted to?  Do the current disciples under your care know what these 
teachings are?  

We must create and implement discipleship processes that are modular so there are 
clear and constant starting points, that are trainings with understood outcomes, and that 
are complete so that finishing one round is achievable in the first one to two years 
following their baptism.

Now please donʼt get me wrong.  Discipleship is also the path toward Christ-likeness we 
continue on throughout our lives.  No one “makes it”.  But it should be possible for 
someone to deepen quickly in the core beliefs of the Christian faith so their lives are set 
on a firm foundation and the rest of what is built upon that solid rock stands because of 
these unshakable footings.  Paul says to the Corinthians that he built a foundation in 
Jesus Christ as an expert builder.  He knew, not only how to build a foundation, but an 
excellent one.  The church in our day is no longer in the foundation building business 
and many ruined lives surround our ministries as a testimony to the need for clearer 
blueprints and careful construction.

I am with you always

Jesus concludes his commissioning with a word of comfort.  He promises to be with 
them “always, to the very end of the age.”  Disciple-making is unique in that you are 
sharing in the work Jesus spent the majority of his ministry building..  Participating in 
this ministry is a wonderful way to get to know Christ and as you move out in faith he 
moves with you.

Sometimes Iʼve wondered what was going through Paulʼs mind when he walked through 
the gates of a great city to begin a new work.  Is his mind filled with strategies?  Is he 
filled with excitement or wrestling with fear?  Paul actually gives us insight into this area 
of his life in 1 Corinthians 2:2 when he wrote, “For I resolved to know nothing while I 
was with you except Jesus Christ and him crucified.”  We should start and develop new 
disciple-making works for the purpose of knowing Christ more deeply.  Jesus goes with 
you, not just with Peter or Paul, but with us!  He is with those of us toward the end of the 
age as much as he was with his beloved twelve.  This should be our first motivation as 
we seek to make disciples of Jesus - to deepen our walk and intimacy with him; to 



experience his presence in the special way that comes as we fulfill to work closest to his 
heart.

The Great Confusion

If Christ is being so clear what caused us to get off track?  Why do few churches and 
Christian ministries see the centrality of discipleship and why do even fewer consistently 
and effectively make disciples?

We have long ago left the day of the Great Commission and exist now in the day of the 
Great Confusion.  While the causes of this confusion have deep historical roots and 
could be the subject of a book in themselves, I would like to point out three extremely 
common yet often overlooked causes of the confusion.

Body Balance
Having been on staff at a number of evangelical churches Iʼve seen a consistent pattern 
in the way we develop our mission statements and core values.  It clearly flows out of a 
desire to create a balanced “church”.  Many have said in their mission that “we exist to 
make disciples” but following that they say,  “we will accomplish the mission through the 
three “Ws” (Worship, Witness, Work) or the four “Es” (Exalt, Encourage, Extend, 
Exhort).”  Why do very few of these churches consistently make radical disciples?  The 
answer is simple.  Their system is not designed to make disciples it is designed to 
create a balance between 3 or 4 elements.  Again in reality their is not one mission, 
there are really four missions competing for scarce resources that they are trying to 
keep balanced.  There is not one Great Commission but four good commissions and the 
moment we elevate a good commission we neutralize the Great Commission.

In the business world they use a very helpful statement - “your system is perfectly 
designed to give you the results youʼre getting.”  In other words repeated problems are 
systemic problems (the system is broken).  The church is not designed to make 
disciples.  The system is not designed with that mission is mind.  Churches are 
designed to create balanced churches and it is assumed that discipleship will happen 
naturally when church life is healthy and balanced.  It does not.  Discipleship only 
happens when the disciple-making process is designed into the foundation of who we 
are and what we do.

But who designs churches that way?  That would take an architect with spiritual gifting 
to fuse the mission of making disciples with clear practices that will repeatedly lead to 
those results.  Did Jesus give the church architects with that ability that can help 
multiple churches build the correct foundation at their inception?  Yes, but we exiled 
them many many years ago.  They are the modern day apostles and the second 
common but overlooked reason discipleship is not happening.

The Apostolic Exodus
In Ephesians 4:? we read that, when Jesus ascended, he gave five gifts to men and 
these gifts were called apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors and teachers.  Some 



have called these gifts the 5-fold ministry.  During the first century every new church had 
a foundation architected by one or more apostles and these churches succeeded at 
making disciples and reproducing until Christianity grew from 25,000 during the first 
century to 25 million during the 3rd century.

Apostles were not superstar Christian leaders but often they were sort of geeky (Paul 
wrote that people were not impressed by him in person).  Each apostle would be the 
architect behind 10-20 city churches and would build a foundation in Jesus Christ as an 
“expert builder”.  Jesus was the general contractor but the first gift he would bring into a 
new city was the apostle to lay the correct foundation and then the other 5-fold ministers 
would carefully build upon that foundation.

Where are these system architects for the church of God?  Mostly they are building very 
successful businesses.  The church has no place for them and has virtually no value for 
who they are and what they do but the business world almost instantly recognizes their 
worth and aggressively recruits, trains and releases them to architect systems to 
develop and improve companies.  They will often be entrepreneurs and launch their 
own businesses.  A much smaller group have gone overseas to places Christianity is 
less established and are given freedom there.  In even smaller numbers a few have 
planted churches and after creating a great and often unique foundation for that church 
try to convince themselves to stay in that church for life having no clear outlet for a more 
itinerant apostolic ministry.

What has happened to the church in light of the apostolic repression?  The other four 
gifts have stepped up and become the new church architects.  During the beginning of 
the 20th century the prophets created and were released in specific Pentecostal 
movements and Christianity was further splintered.  Within the main stream of 
evangelicalism 5-fold pastors became architects of churches and designed churches as 
centers of shepherding through counseling and consistent teaching.  These churches 
stayed fairly small in number and rarely outgrew the number the pastor was able to 
personally shepherd.  During the 70ʼs and 80ʼs the church in America became 
enamored by the coming of the 5-fold Teachers like Swindoll, MacArthur, Kennedy, 
Stanley and many others because their churches, architected around the 5-fold 
teaching gift, were able to grow to several thousand.  Then during the 90ʼs we were 
blindsided by the explosive growth of churches led by the 5-fold evangelists like Bill 
Hybles who could grow churches to 10,000 or more.  And to this day we have these 4 
types of churches built around prophesy, pastoring, teaching and evangelism with the 
itinerant apostolic ministry having no place and disciple-making happening by happen 
stance within the current four styles of churches.  All 5-fold ministries are absolutely 
essential but there is an order and an architecture that releases all of these gifts within 
the same city church and that is the job of the architect apostle.

Weak Tools
A third overlooked reason we are not fulfilling the Great Commission is that our tools are 
simply too weak for the job we are giving them.  Remember that we need tools that will 
consistently produce radical disciples of Jesus who are well trained in a clear, complete 



and balanced set of Christʼs teachings.  Virtually every discipleship process Iʼve seen to 
date, even when it was carefully architected, will not consistently produce the type of 
disciples commanded by Christʼs commission.

Take any discipleship process you use or have ever seen and imagine you were given 
10 new believers who have confessed Lordship and are ready for training.  Will the tools 
you are using create a highly trained, balanced, released, radical disciple of at least 7 
out of 10 of those men and women in 1-2 years?  So many discipleship processes Iʼve 
examined are designed asking the wrong set of questions.  We are not realistically 
asking if this will consistently, quickly and completely produce trained disciples.  Most 
discipleship processes that might include Sunday sermons, a small group and an 
occasional class seem to be targeted to check discipleship off the list so someone can 
say, “yah, we make disciples” but after taking 5 minutes to reflect on what such a 
haphazard conglomeration of teaching opportunities will produce they would conclude 
people may be learning some things, but they are not being intentionally trained up into 
disciples.  And so these methods will not fulfill the Commission.  They do not get the job 
done.  The tools are just too weak.

The Coming Great Re-Commission

Like the start of all good and lasting change in our Christian lives we must begin by 
responding to our failure with a spirit of repentance.  For whatever reason we have 
neutralized the centrality of the Great Commission and have replaced Christʼs clear call 
with other good commissions that cannot produce true disciples.  

When I came face to face with this reality it humbled me.  It started for me when I went 
off to plant a church that was centered around community and outreach believing those 
were the missing elements of the modern church.  For three years I worked hard to 
build community at the center of our church and we all made great sacrifices.  Many 
families sold their homes so we could be in closer proximity and we did our best to grow 
a relationally-based church.  After everything began to unwind and I was in the lowest 
and darkest season of my ministry a man did the kindest thing for me anyone could 
have ever done.  He opened his Bible and showed me the Great Commission.  He 
asked if my mission was making disciples.  I was speechless.  I had been faithfully 
climbing the ladder, oblivious it was leaning against the wrong wall.

That began a season of repentance in my life and its conclusion for me was a Great Re-
Commissioning.  I set up rhythms in my life that ensured my focus, for the rest of my 
life, would be on making disciples and that no other good idea could undermine that 
clear mission that alone is great.

Please consider entering a season of repentance where Christ, through the Holy Spirit, 
can re-center your life on our mission and then I want to invite you to go on a journey 
with me.  First, back into the Bible to discover the amazing things it teaches on this all 
import activity of making disciples.  And second, what ministry can become when we 



have a clear mission, effective tools and devoted partners in a city-wide, nation-wide 
and world-wide discipleship movement.


